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0. Introduction 
Let A be the Steenrod algebra over the prime field Z2. Let &, be the category 
whose objects are unstable A-modules, and whose morphisms are degree- 
preserving A-maps. We construct in this paper a new functor R from J& to itself, 
and develop its properties. We find that R carries unst le A -algebras to unstable 
A-algebras. If 1M is a polynomial algebra on generators of dimensions nl, n2, . . ., n, 
then R (M) is also a polynomial algebra, on generators of dimensions 1, 
2nl, 2n2, . . ., 2n,. Applying R s-times to the A-algebra Z2 we will obtain a 
polynomial A -algebra R ’ (Z2) = V’ = Zz, (uo, . . .9 us-J on generators uk of dimen- 
sion 2k, that to the best of our knowledge is new. The action of A on VS is 
characterized by the formula: 
u2k if i = k 
(0 1) . sq2’ uk = (u;“-’ + u:k-2 + l ’ ’ + t&_&k if i = k - 1 
0 if i <k -1. 
The algebra V, will play a crucial role in our study of iterated loop functors in [1], 
and that is our main reason for introducing it. However, the classification of 
polynomial A-algebras is a problem which in its ow right has attracted much 
interest (e.g., [2, 4, 5, 6]), so we are giving here an exposition that is independent 
of [l]. 
In this section we define the functor 
M determines in a natural way a Z2-ba 
) in terms of this basis. 
-+ &, and show how a Z2-basis for 
ive the -action on 
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We assume the reader familiar with the main properties of the Steenrod algebra, 
as given in the first two chapters of [3]. In particular, we assume he knows the 
definition of an “admissible” sequence I= (iI,. . ., is ); the “excess” ex(I) of such a 
sequence; and the fact that the &subspaces of A : B(n) = Span {Sql 1 I admissa- 
ble; ex(I)> n] are left ideals for all 12 a 0. B(n) is not a right ideal; however, the 
relation 
(1 1) . B(n + k)*Ak 5 B(m) 
holds for all k 3 0 and ~2 3 0. A graded A-module M concentrated in dimensions 
n 3 0 is in the “unstable“ oltegory & iff B (n)M, = 0 for all rt. 
If M E & we define a g;,\ded &-module A (M) by setting 
(12) . A(M)=@(B(n)gM,) 
n*O 
(the tensor product is over Z&), and 
(13) . dim(a@x)=dima+dimx-1. 
Then A (M) is concentrated in non-r\egative dimensions. We give A (M) the 
structure of a left A -module by setting a (a’ 8 x) = aa’ @ x. A (M) is in general not 
unstable. 
If 1 = (il,. . ., i, ) is a sequence of positive integers write dim I = it + i2 l l l + i,. If 
J = 0’1,. . . js) is another sequence write (I, J) for the splice: (iI,. . ., i, j,, . . . jJ. Now 
let I(M) c A(M) be the &subspace spanned by the elements of form 
(14) . w = (Sqi sqS@x)-(sqi@sq’x) 
where x E M is homogeneous, (i 1) is admissable, and i > dim I + dim X. (1.1) 
assures that the elements (1.4) indeed lie in A (M). 
Proposition 1.1. If M is unstable, then I(M) c A(M) is an A-submodule. 
The proof of this result is given in the Appendix. 
Now we let R(M) be the graded A -module R (M) = A (M)/I(M). 
We will use symbols like a 8x to denote elements in A(M) as well as their 
images in R(M); the precise meaning will be clear from context. 
From our definitions and the Adem relations we have immediately: 
roposition 1.2. R(M) is spanned by elements of the form Sq”’ @x, where x E M 
is homogeneous and i a dim x. A -action is determined by : 
i -i ( > Q -2j sqa+i-j+lBsgjx if a < 2i + 1 (1 5) . qa (Sq”‘@x) = 
if a>2i+l. 
* If is an unstable A-module, so is R (M). 
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If f: M + N is an A,, morphism, define Rf: RM --, RN by Rf (a 8~) = a B f(x). 
We have constructed a functor R : AA 
We now give a &-basis for RCM). 
Proposition 1.4. Let {xk 1 k E K} be a homogeneous &basis for the unstable 
A-module M where K is an index set. Then the elements 
Proof. Use (1.3) and (1.5). 
(1.6) {sC$+’ @x& 1 k E K, i 3 dim xk} 
are a &-basis for R (M). 
Proof. The set {Sq’ QDX& 1 k E K; I admissable; ex (I > dim x&} is a &-basis for 
A(M). It follows that we can get another &-basis for A (M) as the union of disjoint 
sets S and T, where S is the set (1.6), and T is the set of elements (1.4), where I 
Fanges through the set of non-empty sequences; i ranges through the set of integers 
for which (i, I) is admissable and i > dim 1 + dim x, and x ranges through the set x&. 
But T is a basis for I(M), so our result follows. 
If M is an unstable A -module, define its “double” D(M) by setting D(M)2n = 
M;I ; D(M)zn+l = 0. If x E M;, we write Dx for the corresponding element in 
D(M)Z”, and define an A-action on D(M) by setting Sq*‘(Dx) = D(Sqkx); 
Sq*“‘(Dx) = 0. One checks easily that D(M) is an unstable A -module. Define 
y: R(M)* D(M) by setting 
(17) I Dx if i=dimx . y (Sq”‘W) = () if i >dimx. 
Using (1.5) we find that y is an A-map. In fact, y: R -+ D is a natural 
transformation of functors. We will use it in [ 1, Section 81. 
2. Products 
In this section we show that if M is an uristablc A -algebra, so is R (M). 
Begin by recalling that since A is a Hopf algebra, the tensor product over Z2 of a 
pair of A -modules is again an A -module [3]. 
Given M, N E & define a Z2-linear map & R (M) Q R (N)+ R ( 
setting: 
(2 1) d((sq”‘@X)@(Sqj+‘@y))= sqi+‘+‘cB(o.oy) 
i 
. 
for i s dim x, j 3 dim y. A straightforward computation that uses (1.5) and the well 
known identity: 
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shows that for u E R(M), v E R(N), 
(2 2) . sq”#(u@v)= c ~(Sq*u@Sq’v). 
b+e=a 
Thus, tp is an JcGA morphism. 
Now suppose M an unstable _A -module; and suppose M 31~0 a graded algebra, in 
such a way that the product map p : A& M --) M is an & morphism. Then we will 
call M an A-algebra if we have Sq”x = x2 for all n-dimensional e ements x and all 
n 3 0. If M is an A-algebra &ye define a product on. R(M) by the composition: 
(2 3) . R(Icf)@R(M)~R(hQM).=R(M) 
observe that this product is given by: 
(2.4) (Sq’+’ @x ) l (Sq”’ @ Y) = sq”‘” @ (xy ) 
and prove: 
PEVB~OS~~~OID 2.1. If M is an &-algebra, so is R(M) with the product (2.3)-(2.4). 
Proof. If 1 E M is a unit then Sq’al is a unit for R(M). If x E M, and i 2 n we 
must check that Sq“+’ (Sq’+* @ n) = (Sqi+’ B x)’ = Sq”+* @ Sq”x. But this follows 
from (1.5) and the instability of M. 
If M is an A-algebra, so is its double, under the multiplication Dx l Dy = 
D(x l y ),, Using (1.7) and (2.4) it is easy to prcive: 
Pmposition 2.2. If M is an A -algebra then y : R (M) + D(M) is an algebra map. 
Suppose now M is a polynomial A-algebra M = Z2(xI,. . ., x, ) on generators Xi 
of dimension e. In R(M) set ui = Sq”i” 8 Xi, and set u. = Sq2 8 1. Then dim ur = 2ni 
if i >O and dimuo= 1. 
ition 2.3. R(M) is the polynomial algebra Z2(uo, UI, . l ., u,). 
According to Proposition 1.4 a basis for R(M) is given by the elements 
SqL”~~~~~~x~forwhich k~ntir+-+rz,i,. 
But 
the basis elements of 
( uo, u1, l l l ) UJ* 
ets up a bijective rrespondence between 
the elements ok monomial basis for 
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3. The algebras Vs 
Write R” for the s-fold iterate of the functor R. It follows from Section 2 that 
Rs (Zz) is a polynomial algebra: Rs (Z2) = Vs = Z2(uo, . . ., us-,) on generators uk of 
dimension 2’. Here we are defining uk in Vs inductively by the formulas 
(3 1) . t& = sq2”-‘+I @ Uk-1 (1 s k 6 s - 1) 
(3 2) . uo= sq2m1 
where u, on the left of (3.1) lies in Vs and U&l on the right lies in Vs+ To describe 
the A-action on these algebras we state first: 
Lemma 3.1. The values of j for which ($I&) 3 1 (mod2) are precisely j = 
2O, 2’ , . . .; 2’-’ if i < s ; and j = 0,2’, 2’, . . ., 2”’ if i = s. 
Proof. This follows easily from [3, Lemma 2.61. 
Proposition 3.2. For the element uk E Vs we have: 
(3 3) sq2’uk = ( 
u;k-1 + u;‘-* + l l ’ + t&&k ifi=k-1 . . 0 if i<k-1. 
Proof. This is now straightforward, byinduction on s. The computation uses (l.S), 
(2.4), (3.1) and Lemma 3.1. 
It is easy to see that since V, is generated as an algebra by the elements uk, and 
since A is generated as an algebra oy the elements Sq2’, that (3.3) determines 
completely the A-action on Vs. 
Appendix 
Here we give the proof of Proposition 1.1. 
mma Al. Let I = (iI,. . ., i,) be an admissable sequence of bngth r, and let n a 0 
be an integer with i, > n. If k a n + dim I then Sqk Sq’ can be written as a sum of 
admissables Sq’, where each J = (jl$. . ., jr+l) has length (r + l), and jr+l > n. 
of. Fix n and induct on r. If r = 1 the result follows easily from the Adem 
relations. Suppose the result proved for r - 1; we will prove it for r by in 
dim I. Of all admissable sequ rices I = (iI, l . l , i, ) of le 
one of least dimension is = (2”~‘(n -t l), . . ., 2( 
(2’ - l)(n + l), and if k 3 n + dim I then either ( lready admissable, or 
k = 2’ (n + 1) - 1, But in the former case we are doale; and in the latter case 
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Sqk SqI = 0, so we are also done. Suppose inductjvely ths result has been proved 
for all admissable sequences of length t and dimc;asioir <p, where p > 
(2’ - l)(n + 1). Now let 1= (iI,. . ., i, ) be an admissable sequence of length I azd 
dimension p. Suppose i, > n and-k a n + dim L If k 2 2il, then (k, I) is admissable 
and we are done. If k < 2i,, we can apply the Adem relations to write 
(A.l) Sqk Sq’ = c hi Sqk”‘a-‘Sqi Sq” 
i 
where I’ = (i2, . . ., i,)andh,EZ2iszerounlessk-il+lGj<il.ButiBk-il+l 
andkan+dimIimplyj 2 d .m I’ + n so we can apply an inductive assumption to 
write for any fixed j: 
W! sq’ sq’ = c sq= 
where each L = (t, la,. . ., i, ) is an admissable sequence of length I satisfying I,> n. 
Since all values of j appearing in (A.1) satisfy j < i, all sequences L appearing in 
(A.2) satisfy dim L < (dim I = p). Then an inductive hypothesis applied to the 
expressions Sqk +‘I+ SqL will complete our proof, if we can show that k + il - j 3 
n+dimL. But k+iI-j>kan + dim I > n + dim L, so we are done. 
Proposition A2. Let I be an admissable sequence with Sq’ E B(n). Suppose 
k B n + dim I. Then Sqk Sq’ can be written as a sum of terms Sq’ Sq”, where each 
(I, L) is an admissable sequence and each SqL lies in B(n). 
Proof. Let I = (iI,. . ., ir ) be an admissable sequence with ex(1) > n. Define an 
integer s in the following way. If i, > n, set s = r. If i, G n, let s 6 r - 1 be the 
greatest integer for which 
(A.3) is - is+r - . . . - i, > n. 
Then s*l, and if s<r-1 then 
(A-4) is+l - is +2 - 9 . - i, s n. 
Now suppose k 3 n + dim I. Lemma Al implies we can write Sqk Sq’l l . l Sq’J = 
ESq’, where J = (j !, . . . js+l) is admissable of length s + 1 and satisfies jr+l > 
is+1 + 9 l l + i, + n. Then from (A.4) it follows that js+1 >2i,+* so that in the expansion 
sqk sq’ = &sqJ SqG+1.. . Sq’t, each monomial on the right is admissable. Further, 
ex (i,+*, is+l, . . ., i,) > n, so we surely have ex (j2,. . ., js+l, is+l,. . ., i,) > n. The proof is 
complete. 
of osition 1.1. Let w be given by (1.4), with (i, 1) admissable and 
m I + dim x. Let a > 0 be an integer. We mu show Sq” w in 
write Sq” w = u + v, where u = sq” Sq’ Sq’~x 
and v = Sq” @Sq’ Sq’x - Sq” Sq’ @Sq’x = -- Sq” Sq’ 
form (1.4), so we are done. If a < 2i then use of the Adem relations hows 
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(AS) Sq”W = 7 [ ‘i:ij](uj + VI) 
where uj = Sqa+‘-j Sq’ Sq’ QD x - Sq”“-’ @Sq’ Sq’x, and vj = Sq”“-j &q’ Sq’x - 
Sq 4+i’J Sqj @Sq’x. Since the only values of j that contribute to (AS) satisfy 2j G a, 
and since i > dim I + dim x, it is clear that vi always has the form (1.4), and so lies in 
I(M). To show Us E I(M) write Sqj Sq’ = 2 Sq’ where each J is admissable. It will 
suffice to show that each term . 
(A.6) Sq(l+i-j SqJ @x - Sq”+‘-j @ SqJx 
lies in I(M). We distinguish two cases. If ex(J) G dim x then the relations 2j G a, 
dim x + dim I < i, and dim J = j + dim I imply that (a + i - j, .I) is an admissable 
sequence, and that a + i - j > dim.! + dimx. So the element (A.6) has the form 
(1.4), and lies in I(M). Suppose ex (.I) > dim x. It is still true that a + i - j > 
dimJ + dim x, so we can apply Proposition A2 of ;he Appendix to write 
Sq a+t-j Sq’ = c Sq’ SqL, where each (& L) is adrmssable and ex (L) > dim x. Then 
the element (A.6) is 
Sqa+i-j sqJ@x=~sqlsqL@x=~(sq’sqL~x-sq’@sqLx) 
since SqLx=O for all L. If L=(JJ2,...,1,) then /921,=ex(L)+dimL> 
dim x + dim L, so all the elements Sq’ SqL @x - Sq’ 8 Sq’x lie in I(M), and we are 
done. 
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